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KEY POINTS: 

 Global markets little changed ahead of US inflation 

 US earnings are off to a decent start  

 US CPI: headline spike on gas, stable core?  

 China’s export surge is highly questionable… 

 …and likely driven by trade diversion, dumping and base effects 

 The US is the pot calling the kettle black on market manipulation 
 

INTERNATIONAL 

Global asset classes are so far little affected by Chinese trade figures, the move 

by the US to drop China from its list of alleged currency manipulators and US 

earnings reports with US CPI on tap. Earnings reports from US financials are off 

to a mixed start so far with beats from JP Morgan and Citi while Wells Fargo’s 

troubles continue. China’s export surge in December looks suspicious and was 

likely driven by a combination of cheating around US tariffs, dumping product 

outside the US and base effects in the year-over-year comparisons especially 

for the US (see below). US CPI probably saw a headline acceleration but fairly 

stable core such that the Fed’s preferred core PCE measure of inflation is 

probably still tracking well below target (see below). Markets are little affected 

by the move by the US to remove China from its list of currency manipulators 

but keep it on watch. I’m still waiting for other countries to develop a list of 

market manipulators with the US at the very top given its policy actions building 

up to and coming out of the Global Financial Crisis that heavily distorted world 

markets. Talk about the pot calling the kettle black. 

 US equity futures are very slightly lower along with TSX futures. European 

cash markets range from flat (Dax) to down ½% at Madrid’s IBEX 35. Asian 

equities were also mixed with the Nikkei up ¾%, HK and mainland China 

down by about ¼% across all of the exchanges, and Seoul up by about 

½%. 

 Oil prices are up by about half a buck with WTI at US$58.50 and Brent at 

about US$64.70. 

 Sovereign bond yields are very little changed across all major markets. 

 The USD is gaining across most currency pairs with only the Swiss Franc 

among the notable currencies bucking the pattern after the franc was 

placed back on the US list of allegedly manipulated currencies. 

ON DECK FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 14 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest

US 01/14 08:30 CPI (m/m) Dec 0.3 0.3 0.3

US 01/14 08:30 CPI (y/y) Dec 2.4 2.4 2.1

US 01/14 08:30 CPI (index) Dec -- 257 257

US 01/14 08:30 CPI ex. Food & Energy (m/m) Dec 0.2 0.2 0.2

US 01/14 08:30 CPI ex. Food & Energy (y/y) Dec 2.3 2.3 2.3

US 01/14 13:00 Fed's George Speaks in Kansas City
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China’s exports picked up by more than expected in December but the causes are unclear though probably highly 

suspicious. Export growth accelerated in both yuan (9.0% y/y, consensus 2.9% y/y, prior 1.3%) and USD terms (+7.6% y/y, 

2.9% consensus, -1.3% prior). So did imports in both yuan (17.7% y/y, 8.6% consensus, prior 2.5%) and USD terms (16.3% y/y, 

9.6% consensus, 0.3% prior). More data covering more months is needed, but here are a few contributions: 

 China is engaged in massive export diversion to get around US tariffs. Please see the accompanying chart. Some call 

it the ‘trade cheat’ phenomenon. Exports to Vietnam were up by 24% y/y. Exports to Thailand soared by 28.8% y/y. Exports to 

Taiwan were up by 16% y/y. Exports to Malaysia were up 27% y/y. Exports to these countries are not booming because their 

local economies are ripping. These are among the markets alleged to be used by China to divert trade for ultimate entry as re-

exports to the US. Taking just these four countries out of the totals would drop the year-over-year export growth tally to 5.9% 

y/y. 

 Exports to the European Union accelerated by 6.7% y/y from -3.8% y/y the prior month. That likely wasn’t a pull effect as 

growth across the European Union waned but one can’t tell with much clarity why this happened. It’s feasible that China had 

already produced goods it had to dump somewhere instead of the US where tariffs would be incurred and so it dumped the 

stuff in Europe and elsewhere. There might also be a trade cheat phenomenon behind the export pick-up to Europe. 

 Exports to the US fell by 15% y/y but the rate of contraction diminished because the year-ago growth rates are now being 

based to when exports to the US began to slide. Therefore there is no optimism in the numbers by way of exports to the US as 

the latter jacked up tariffs. 

Regardless of the monthly spot figures, the grander picture of China’s export prospects is still evolving and will be for 

years. Supply chains are in the very preliminary stages of readjusting to still punitive US tariffs, fake deal or no fake deal. 

There is no way China hits the US export targets in aggregate or for agricultural commodities in any sustained way beyond the two 

year timeframe, probably not within it, and not without cheating in one form or another. It’s the most fake trade deal ever. Biggest 

wool-over-the-eyes trade deal in history. ‘uuuuuge fakeness. Humungously fake in fact.  

UNITED STATES 

The US BLS updates CPI inflation for December this morning (8:30amET) and earnings season kicked off with two beats 

and one miss among the main financials that reported. 

I think I’ve conservatively gone with +0.3% m/m and 2.4% y/y for headline inflation from 2.1% y/y previously and +0.2% m/m and 

2.3% y/y for core CPI. There would be no surprises if headline CPI came in higher yet.  

A shift in base effects from year-ago comparisons in November to December alone would lift inflation from 2.1% y/y to 2.4% y/y. 

December is normally a fairly tame month for seasonal price pressures. Gasoline prices, however, are the biggest swing factor as 

the all-grades average pump price swung from being down by -4 ½% y/y in November to up by 5½% y/y in December. Gasoline 

carries a 4% weight in CPI and so this effect alone could lift headline inflation by about four-tenths in year-ago terms compared to 

the prior month. The reason I didn’t go higher yet at 2.5% or 2.6% for year-ago headline inflation stems from uncertainty over the 

combination of retail food prices and core components. 

If these estimates are on the mark, then that would imply that the Fed’s preferred PCE/Core PCE tracking is around 1.8% and 

1.6% respectively and hence still below target. CPI matters to TIPS but if core is stable then the implications for core PCE should 

have the release largely ignored from a Fed standpoint. 

Limited Fed-speak will focus upon NY Fed President Williams (9amET) and KC’s George (1pmET). 

The Q4 US earnings season kicked off this morning with financials leading the way as usual. JP Morgan beat (EPS US$2.57, 

consensus $2.36). Wells Fargo missed (US$93 cents, consensus US$1.11). Citigroup also beat expectations (US$1.90, 

consensus US$1.83). 
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Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing. While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 1.58 1.59 1.54 1.64 1.65 1.61 1.84 1.85 1.82 2.30 2.30 2.31 Canada - BoC 1.75

CANADA 1.67 1.67 1.62 1.61 1.61 1.58 1.61 1.61 1.58 1.71 1.71 1.69

GERMANY -0.58 -0.59 -0.62 -0.49 -0.48 -0.55 -0.17 -0.16 -0.29 0.35 0.37 0.26 US - Fed 1.75

JAPAN -0.12 -0.14 -0.12 -0.09 -0.11 -0.11 0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.46 0.44 0.44

U.K. 0.48 0.49 0.60 0.51 0.52 0.61 0.73 0.75 0.79 1.24 1.25 1.25 England - BoE 0.75

CANADA 8 8 8 -3 -4 -3 -23 -24 -24 -59 -59 -62 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -217 -217 -217 -213 -213 -217 -201 -201 -210 -195 -193 -205

JAPAN -171 -172 -166 -173 -176 -172 -182 -185 -182 -184 -186 -187 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -110 -110 -94 -113 -113 -100 -110 -110 -103 -105 -105 -106

Equities Mexico - Banxico 7.25

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX 0.3 1.7 Australia - RBA 0.75

Dow 30 0.3 2.7

S&P 500 0.7 3.8 New Zealand - RBNZ 1.00

Nasdaq 1.0 6.2

DAX -0.1 1.2

FTSE -0.0 3.6

Nikkei 0.7 0.0 Canada - BoC Jan 22, 2020

Hang Seng -0.2 4.3

CAC -0.2 1.8 US - Fed Jan 29, 2020

Commodities

WTI Crude 0.6 -2.7 England - BoE Jan 30, 2020

Natural Gas 1.7 -3.4

Gold -0.3 4.5 Euro zone - ECB Jan 23, 2020

Silver 0.4 6.2

CRB Index 0.4 -0.1 Japan - BoJ Jan 21, 2020

Currencies

USDCAD 0.1 -0.6 Mexico - Banxico Feb 13, 2020

EURUSD -0.2 -0.3

USDJPY 0.1 0.4 Australia - RBA Feb 03, 2020

AUDUSD -0.1 0.2

GBPUSD -0.1 -2.6 New Zealand - RBNZ Feb 11, 2020

USDCHF -0.2 -1.4

              Spreads vs. U.S. (bps):               

Government Yield Curves (%):
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